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r. We believe that the highest priuciples of mUIIicipal~elf.gonq.
ment in the United Stata will J?e materially promoted by the ablalute
eeparation of mUIIicipal politica from NatiOIW and State politica.
2. The ldaterial proeperity of all citizeusl'Hiding or ha'VirJa baalne.
interests in the city of Philadelphia dependa, in great JDeaau.ll, 'llpcle
the honelt and efticient conduct of ita government by~
methoda and upon busineu principles. Philadelphia should haft the
moat improved aystem of tuea, of ~t paving, of lighting, of111tft,
of drainage, of IChools, of transit, and all other public neciuitielad
conveniences. To secure these results will be the carneat and iDca.aut
aim of the MUIIicipal lAgue of Philadelphia.
J. We pledge ounelves to nominate or indor~t only such
datea as we believe to be honest and capable and in sympathy with
the priuciple of ab.olute ~epaiation of municipal from State ad
'. National politics,
4· We advocate the practical extenaion of the highest priDdples
: of Civil Service Reform to all mUIIicipal departments, and deJDQd a
rigOl"ous observance of all laws and ftglllatio~ concerning appaiat..
menta to,•and rcmovala &om, the mUIIicipal civil service.
5· It will be the apeciaJ ol!ject of The Municipal League of PhiJa.
delphia to make a thorough and &cienti.6c investigation of the comet
principlea ~ local~eltgovem~ent, especially as adapted to thia miiJiid.
pality, and to collect and. pUbliah all appropriate infOrmation 011 the
defect& and needS of onr city govemmenl While the membef:s oltbe
League may be membera of widely di.lferent National or State orgultiona, all will be united in the COmmon pnrpoee of obtaining the best
city government for the wi!ICSt expenditure of money, of advancing the
material growth of the municipality, and of atjmulating that iplrit o1
progrea in her citizens which willaecure for them and their descendants the largest meunre of domestic cOUlfort and oC c:ommada1
pro,peri(y.
'o
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ETHICAL TRAINING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
The moral or ethical training of children is alwaya an
important matter from a pedagogical standpoint, but ·th~
question of the ~oral training of children in the pulllic
schools of the United States now threatens to pus from
the hands of the pedagogue to those of the politician.
situation in brief is aa follows : All t;u;p;.yer:: :nuat, b
law, contribute to th~ support of the public school, Y'
active and in1luential element in severai religious bodies
protests against the present position of the public school
in regard to moral l}nd religious instruction to the ~
of 611pporting thein own scl}ools at their own exJ)i!Dse,
though taxed at the same time to support state schools. To
~n the inevitable steadY opposition of these large bodi
of cl~, as well as to. overcome ~e equally earnest.
thpugh less determined, opposition of those who deem
tia1 the public reading of the S::riptures, or the singing of
eacre4 aongs, the public school ~ust deaerve 'and win the
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THit tlCONOMIC THitORY OF JUCARDO.

THE THEORY OF VALUE.

.I

..

[A

R~PX.Y

TO' PROFllSSOR KACYANit.]

,
.
I '
This paper has been prepared with the view of replying to
the objections raised by .Professor Macvane* to the theory
of value advanced by the Austrian school of economists. ·I
'regret that his criticisms, although published nearly a year
ago. have.!Jut recently come to my notiee. They are directed
chiefly against · BOhm-Bawerk, and I shall therefore leave
him to answer all su~h points as ;mmediately concern him
and confine myself to the relation between marginal utility
and cost. The propositions of the Austrian school in question
were first advanced by me, and I think I am therefore justified in taking part in the discussion 'so far as they are concerned. Although 1! have heretofore avoided every species
of polemic with my critics, it is a pleasure to cross swords
with so chivalrous an opponent as Professor Macvane, whose
,.· attack is so earnest that it must be parried, and whose bearing is so courteous as to raise great hopes of a calm and
fruitful discussion.
·Before beginning, however, I owe my readers the explanation that the simple reply, first 'intended by me, has finally
.· ·developed into an extefl:!ive and independent essay. The
rootc; of the theory of value reach out into the field of
economic theory, and I believe that the discussion can be
brought to a conclusion only by extending it to these ramifications. ProfessOr Macvane will therefore pardon me for
directing my polemic not only against him, but above all,
, against Ricardo, on whose ecOnomic conceptions 'he has
based his arguments.
ra,o.• IIIII•·•Wft'k oo .Valur ._nd W-ee•, {}urtwl)l Jo,.r~~al
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(1)
From the standpoint of Ricardo and his school, general
eco~ic conditions can best be presented by describing the
economy of a hunter, or fisher, or some similar entirely
primitive kind of production. Human labor and nothing
more is expended to obtain "Commodities," i. e., means for
support and comfort. Economically, labor is measured by
the effort involved, the oommodities by their value and
utility. Value, is in the long run, determined bt the
i!llOunt of labor expended, provisionally, ,by the fluctuations
of supply and demand affecting the utility. The products
and their value determine the reward of labor (the income)
w'bich, like value, has a theory of its own.
Not only the primitive economy of the hunter but also the
inodem political economy in its full development is reduced
to these simple elements. The richest means of production in
land and capital, after all, signify nothing else but labor, and
have their measure in personal effort, the value of products
inz ultimately determined by this effort. The theory of
value is, however, limited to commodities, while, on the other
hand, the theory of distribution is extended so as to include
the relations of land and capital. At the same time, in discussing interest and rent (as in discussing the functions of capital,
etc.), the simplicity of these economic principles is destroyed
by a large number of resulting internal contradiction~. Out
of the conflict between the necessity of working and the dislike of work on account of the, exertion required, arises the
economic ,tendency to reduce as much as ,possible the necessanr effort. This also explains the meaning of the economic
balance-l!heet. All its figures, however complicated they be,
represent, as a rule, quantities of labor, or, more exactly,
quantities of effort expended. In the long rnn the value of
COJnmodities is determined by the exef1ion which is sa':ed
oWing to their existence. This determines the value cred-
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ited to them on the economic balance sheet.. Properly,
wealth is labor saved.
l\ccording to the Austrian school, the economic life results
• I from a dift'erent conflict. It is the conflict between the abun·
dance desired by man and the scanty means, continually
liable to be reduced, offered for his satisfaction. The strug.
gle against the "too little," the demand for "more " and
"much" rears the economic structure. For what other rea·
son e!'ould poverty be feared and wealth desired? Wealth
is utility or satisfaction secured, poverty the 'want of il
It is characteristi~ that Ricardo admits the idea of scarcity in
the c&se·of a few commodities only, rarities of all kinds. Of
the large number of commodities remaining he says express.
ly: ''They may be multiplied .. : almost without any assignable limit, if we are disposed to bestow the labor necessary to obtain them:" We, on the other hand, start with
• the supposition that only in a few cases abundance is sectmd, ,
while in all other cases commodities are too scarce and production has its concrete limits. · According to our · view,
.• , utility is the purpose of economic life. ~~ver ~~
has value, and as much value as -utility is in·
. Accordingly, not only commodities have value, but
e means of production as well, if they secure products u
articles of consumption which otherwise could not have been.
supplied. For their value is measured by the i~ease of
utility obtained in ·this way. This is true of land,-capital,
. r and also of _labor. ~has vatue owing to what it produces and tlie greater value the more it produces.
The definition of value as proposed by our school, it,
therefore, comprehensive, §nee it includes not only commod·
ities but the means of production as well. It is also moni3·
• tic since it bases itself on utility alone and does not in a"dua'l·
"j;tjc way refer now to utility and now to labor. In our
opinion, the same law regulates the temporary fluctuatious
of value due to supply and demand and its normal
level. ·It is true that cOst also exercises an influence on
value. There is nothing however in cost which demands a

I
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peculiar explanation. The law of cost is but a special
m~tion of the general law of value based upon "marginal utility."
It is beyond my present purpose to show that we intend
to give greater extension and uniformity to the theory of
value in another direction, by trying to combine the ideas of
value in exchange and value in use.
The opinion which Professor Macvane expresses i~ regard
to our theory is, notwithstanding his complimentary tone,
highly unfavorable. He denies that it presents "a fundamentallaw of value,'' and thinks it, at best, a new and ''less
convenient" form 'o f the familiar principle of demand and
supply. In his view we only make some contributions to
the explanation of the fluctuations of value which follow
utility through supply and demand, but nothing to the
"broad and permanent features " of value as determined by
labor. If this criticism were true we should consider our
ell'orts to be a failure. We tried, above all, to abolish the
dualism of labor and utility, that combination of irreconcilable causes, which only proves that the true cause has not yet
been recognized. We also wished to bridge over the chasm
which yawns between the theory of value and that of distribution, and especially of interest. We hoped that a broad,
dear current of theory might reflect the whole ·economic

atrncture.

.•

If, instead of fulfilling this purpose, we had only rectified
a detail in Ricardo's system, 'and in this way supplemented the
latter,' we should have, in my opiniOn, only increased the
evil which we intended to cure. If I rightly understand
Profaeor Macvane'a criticism, I think that he judges our
theory too much from the standpoint of the Ricardian theory
ofvalue, in the light ohvhich it is ~ly erroneous. I
believe that this is the only reason why he has misunderstood ns in e83eD~al point& At least every reader of his
criticism must misunderstand us. Althongh I wish my
to be brief, I must, nevertheless, commence with the
ion of eome propositions of economic theory ;· and
[6o3]
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since the most successful way of defence is offensive, I ~hail
begin by attacking my opponent. First I shall endeavor to
1refute the proposition that all costs may be reduCe<! to labor,
~

~

.·

( 2)

\

The critic can only judge what he undmtands ; ~Y. be
~ust ~ven understand it better than he whom he criticises,
I must frankly confess, however, that in the case under discussion I cannot fulfill this first condition of all criticism.
I really do not understand the as;;ertion that all costs may
·be ree•tced to labor, or, at least, it is so strange to me that I
cannot conceive how anyone can maintain it. With regard
to thi,s view I am much in the position of the ordinary man,
who absolutely and resolutely believes in the reality of thing~
of the outer world in oppositio~ to that philosophical vie
which regarda all physical objects which surround us as only
apparent, the ficijtious creations of our imaginations. He
cannot rid himsllf of the idea that he can grasp and hold the
things. Whatever the philosopher may say in favor of hia •
view, may inspire him with awe ~4 wonder, and, pet'hape,
with some kind of admiration, but never with clear insight.
I am in entirely the same condition when it is asserted that
raw material, coal, and machinery could all be cOmpletely ex·
in terms of labor. Their shapes are too real to me,
pressed
\
too con~te to permit me to put an abstraction in their place.
I am well aware that the theory which maintains that every•
thing is created by human labor, really implies human labor
in connection with the soil of our earth and the other powers
of nature. It does not pretend that man creates goods out of
nothing. It is only the capital used in production, the mea
ofproduction created by human civilization, that is to say, the
result of human work in a general sense, which it is sought to
reduce to labor. I certainly do not object to the assertiop that
capital is the result of human labor in a general way, but if
it is taken literally and means that capital is labor, it U!U5t
be frankly conf'essed, I can no longer follow the argument in
(
my thought. I say this wjth perfect sincerity, and with DO
(~]
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shadow of irony. I wish to call the attention of my opponent to the fuct that I am here obliged to ignore that which
proves a decisive argument to him and to so many other distinguished thinkers. I must say that nothing has made me
so doubtful during my study of value as the consciousness,
owressmg me like a fault, that I am not able to follow the
thqught whiclt, ip one form or another, appears, in the writ·
iug~ of the majority of those who have dealt with economic
theory.

I cannot help suspecting that the theoretical wQters so
endeavor to elimina.te capital from the cost-account
because they are no~a,hl~to explaib the part _which it
plays. The reas<?ning by means of which the value of the
product$ of labor is derived from the exertion involved
in their production only includes those efforts which are felt,
and not'the inanimate capital. The theorist can come to no
practical conclusion regarding capital as a part of the cost of
production (Kapita/J:oslnl), and, therefore, it must disappear.
Of course those who commit this oversight are not consciou.
,of it; tJJey only forget, quite natuoilly, what is unpleasant
~contemplate. Theorists can more easily yield to this in·
stinct of human nature than practical men who ·are accustomed to feel the opposition of facts. The former may do so
the more easilyw}lerethere exists among them a silent agreement that none of them shall mention the disturbing fact.
Such an agreem~nt, it seems to me, exists in the Englisherican literature with regard to the part whiCh capital
,Jays in the cost-account.
'the attempt has often been made to eliminate the inconient item of capital from the cost-a&ountand to substitute
labor for it. In my opinion this has been done mQSt ingeni- '
OtiSly by some Socialistic writers, whose explanation I cannot
discuss in this place. Besides the above, two lines of argument
have ~ually been taken. It is either asserted that capital is
,historically gained through labor, and, if the co-operation of
natnral forces is left out of consideration, through labor alone ;
or it is said that even to-day, with our modern methods Of
ea~ly
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production, capital is originated by labor, and, subject to
q.entioned limitation, by labor alone. In both views the
cost of the production of capital reduced to labor is substj.
tuted for capital ; on the former hypothesis it is the cost
which has been involved in accumulating capital from the
beginning of economic hiaUlry, in the latter the outlay which
is necessary to reproduce the capital consumed.
I will not discuss here bow far it is at all possible to esti·
mate the value of a quantity of goods by its cost. I will
only point out that with regard to the extent to which cost
should, be considered in determining value, a ~
tion must be. maile in theory and pract!~. namely, that only
the necessary or reasonable expenditure shall be taken into
account: -but . not
excess oi-rost due to an accident.
Careless, was~ful, or unskillec:t labor, which has been em·
ployed in ex~ of what is demanded in an im~
mode of production can never, enter into the value of th~
product. Only that amonnt can come into account which is
absolutely necessary for reproducing a commodity, i.e., tlaat
which is reasonable according to our present mode of production.
·
Accordi~gly, it is evident that the process of originating
and acewnulatin~ capital, which has been carried oa for
thousands of y.ears, cannot enter as a factor in determining
value. JJy far the grea~ part of the exertion· by m
of which mankind has, in the course of time, acquired this
capital, might have been saved, if, from the beginning, the
best processes had been known, the greatest industry h
~n !Jpplied, if nothing had been squandered, and especially
nothing had been destroyed through violence and War'.
Only that part of the cost should be reckoned in, which, 110cording to the present condition of things, '!ould be absr
lutely nece58tlry for reproducing the productive, capital
already in existence. If new capital were to be produ~, it
bein-g · claimed ~at capital should be reduced to labor, it
would seem but reasonable to produce it entirely by means
of labor, without artificial help and without drawing to oar
(6o6]
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id any other capital. But who manufactures machines today otherwise than by means of machines? Who can do
any work to-day without raw material or tools? Nowhere
in our modem econom)· is capital produced by labor alone.
E\-erywhere the new capital is the descendant of previQusly
existing capital. By no form of computation can the factor
"capital " be eliminated from the cost of capital.
To the assertion that the qtijUltity of labor inv~tel:l in the
gradual accumulation of capital in. the past determines
the value of capital, I reply that this historical process is of
no significance for- the present valuation, even if it should be
true that aside fro_m the free natural forces, nothing but labor
had been invested in capital from the first. To the assertion
that the quantity of labor necessary for the present reproduction of consumed capital be decisive, I reply that, at
present, capital am no longer be reproduced by new labor
without the co-operation of already existing capital.
1
In his '' Working Principles,'' Professor Macvane
presents an exact analysis of the costs of producing paper in
a large factory. In passing, I will note that one-fifth of the
entire cost in cash is paid for wages-for absolute labor, the
rest; fonr-fift.hs of the whole, is expended for macbiDes, raw
ma~, etc. Professor Macvane then continues : " But a
little study of the matter enables us to see that the sums
paid for machinery, materials, etc., are, in fact, mainly payments :of wages in disguist:. These sums replace (with a
profit) to other employers the wages paid for the production
of the machinery, materials, etc." But is this true? The
cost~account of the other employers shows again the same
.te of affairs ; only a part oftheir money expenditure goes for
wages, another part, never insignificant and often very con·
.ble, is spent in the acquisition of materials. etc. Each
actual cost-account contains items o~ capital. What right
has a theory to igtiore them ?
I kt10w it is customary to state the matter as if capital,
u an ·item of cost, only appea~ in the cost-aecount as a
tesutt of the division of production among several or many

l
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producers. The paper manufacturer who buys his machines
from the machine manufacturer, necessarily believes that he
aequires capital, while in reality he only buys the fruit o(
labor, i. e., labor. If all concerns were united under oue
management, it would be evident at first glance that there
was no original expenditure in production besides that of
simple labor.

.\

To a certain length I willingly follow this argument, in
(JJ' as it concerns newly manufactured half-products
which one employer sells to another for the purpose of
further elaboration. On the other hand, I regard it as a~
·'j~rely false so far as it concerns capital produced in earlier
I tconomic periods, which have long ago elapsed. If poor
fishermen during the winter produce a net out of materials
which nature furnishes them gratuitously, they create something which is 1-Ud :for in summe'r by the fish which tlley
catch by means of it· Their labor is first transformed into thenet and then into the fish. Formerly the scanty tools 1me,
perhaps, nothing more than rapidly:passing, transitional forma
of human labor which embodied itself, only finally to resolve
itself into the finished product, the creation uf which
facilitated by this means. The distinction between such a
primitivt; mode of production and the modem one lies in the
fact that the capital-power employed in the latter is in•
comparably greater than that which, in the way just
described, can be ·gained through direct transformation of
labor into capital. It would not only be irrational, awkward,
and expensive in any productive process to-day to begin
ab ovo to create the requisite capital by means of labor
alone, but it would even be impossible to attain the natioual
- income, or even a noteworthy fraction of it in this way. We
owe the goods which we cOnsume not only to our industry,
but also to the capital which we have inherited from our ancestors, together with labor and Nature. This inherited
capital-by the help of which we begin every proceas of pro1ductioti, without exception-must be considered as an inde-
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pepdent and indispeDl!llble factor in our production, which
as little ignored as it can be dispensed with.
The proposition that capital is an indispensable factor in
~uction has nothing novel in it to one versed in economic
• It is discussed in every text-book of political
~my in connection with production and its conditions.
Professor Macvane also proves it in its proper place, in lila
."Working Principles" (chap. vii.),and hecalls(chaf. viii.,p.
'69-) "the capital of to-day a legacy." He inCormshisreaders
~t "to those who already have capital, increase is compara·
tiveJy easy. With the old tools new
can be made.'' But-...
......
if,in~same text-books andsystems, we turn &om the chapter on prod~Ol! to that on value--capital has disappeared. J
With regard to value, Professor Macvane classifies all cost
into "labor" and " waiting," as pthers classify' cost into labor
~d abstinence. In this classifica!ion capital, as such, has
vanished. · Only the following alternative is possible: Either
plpital has no existence whatever in the eyes of the political
teconomist who reduces it to labor-it exists only in the mind '
lof the layuian-and in' the discussion of production it
should only be mentioned as a transitional stage of labor : ·
Or capital has also to be recognized by science, its
value must be dil!CWI9ed, its place assigned in the cost·ac~t. and the influence estimated which it ~erclses on
value, together with labor. ·
•
Every practical employer is constantly intent on arriving
at a clear 1statement of his cost-account, including capital.
Without it his book-keeping would 1be regarded as very ill·
qQ~Dp~. Im~gine the manager of a large business who is
~gaged in drawing up a statement of his earnings and runnjng ~ becoming puzzled in his calculaupns respect·
his in_vestments, discounts, a possible fall in value,
de. . ~ him try to ~form himself about the mellllU,tg and
~g.qific:anoc:. of his calc:$tions by rea4ing ~tical, works
;O.n ~~. Whata surprise iLwould be to him not to~
any in(ormntion about these operations, but djecover tllat
~hete capi~l is identified with labor. At first ~e may
·~be
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perhaps be in doubt whether his calculations are without
sense, or the theory without use, but soon he will decide that
the ·latter ia the case. It would certainly be no sufficient
theoretical explanation of value, if merely the practical
valnations, as they
generally ma~, were repeated. It is
necessary that theory should rise above practice, especialiy
above the individual case. But on tlte other ~d. it would
be entirely oat of place to give a theory of value
should entirely ignore practical views of value and their
origin. The physician who stu~es the diseases of the
hUm::,... body regards the testimony of the patient only as
hints and suggestions, which he knows often enough mislead, his real object is the silent body itself. To the politi·
cal economist, who studies the problem of value, the practi·
cal valuations
more than ~ptoms, they are the thing
itself. It is his task to unfold tJleir meaning, to state it in
a more comprehFble, clear and complete form than the
practical man coUld do it ; but certainly not in a way which
leaves entirely the sphere of economic experience.
•

are

.\

-.l!.ich·

are

~

(3)
Professor. Macvane is right in supposing that the Austrian
• . economists would reject the explanation of -value based
( exclaaively on exertion, even if it were true that the cost of
capital cou1d be reduced in every case to the cost of labor.
.·
We have a numbetr of further objections, and we do not
stand alone in this respect. They have bet-n raised over an,
over again: It will ~uftice to mention one of them, which
seems to m~ to be the most important in the principle
underlying it.
According to the labor theory, labor should be estimated
and paid in proportion to t1ie effort and danger which it in·
volves. The most painful and dangerous efforts would
' accordingly have the highest value. It is impossible to
draw a di1Ferent conclusion from the labor theory. And now
let every reader ask himself whether experience affirms the
aupposi~on that the most }lainful and dangerous labor really

I
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receives the highest wages. I believe even he who prothe labor theory will be compelled to grant that
experience contradicts his theory, and that he would gladly
be relieved of the n~ty of proving that this contradiction
is aaly apparett, and that experience re811y supports his view.
I, at least, do not envy the theorist, who is forced of neces·
'ty to attempt such an explanation. It is. certain that
.ere dbservation of wages nobody could have con·
ceived the idea that the value of labor is determined by the
!hip involved.
'
Confronted by this obstacle, Professor Macvane exhibits
a degree of sincerity and saea:city which does him honor.
He does not, like many oth~, simply skip the subject,
without having given an explanation, but he discusses it
thoroughly. He says (p. 98 of his •• Principles") that the
opinion of the laborers themselves as to what is painful or
clangerous-be his opinion justifiable or not-Ulast be decisive in estimating the effort and danger of labor. •' What
they think hard or dangerous, or disagreeable, is, for our
~t purposes, hard or dangerous, or disagreeable ; what
they think easy and pleasant, is easy and pleasant." This
thought •would lead to the conclusion that every one who
is satisfied with certain wages for a certain effort, while
others receive higher wages for less effqrt, would thereby
silently admit that he regarded his effort as the less painful.
I do not know whether Professor Macvane intends t'o go so far.
It would not appear difficult to one apt in dialectics to
prtSent arguments in favor of Professor Maqane's interpretation ;_but. all artifices of dilllectics wip prove nothing against
\ the silent sighs which accompany 'the hard labor of the

poor.

How would ,the manufacturer answer the question ; by
what standard does he grade the payment of wages? With·
out doubt he would say, according to the skill of the work·
men and the services which they render him in his bUsiness.
He will confess, that in certain cases; when he requires in·
creued efforts, he will be obliged to increase wages in proo
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portion, but he will not indicate exertion as. the . . . . .
standard by which he grades labor. He will be C»>DpeiW
~ iacrease the wages of the labora- who has a ~ •
come, in order to induce him to undertake harder 1llll1rt
while, on the other hand, he only needs to offer starva~
wages to the laborer who only. has the choice between
earning nothing and submitting to the heaviest work fOr
the meagereat wages. It can only be said with exactne.s
./that,labor can be had, for the mere remuneration of .fts
effort in case an abundant supply of it is at hand.
.

.
.
(4)
Ricardo, aq.d thoee who deduce value from labor, adV&lQ
wl;lat at bottom amounts to the following argument: H a
certain expenditure of labor, though relatively very small,
must be made lor ~e sake of qbtaioing useful things, each
of these things has value or importance, simply because by
the possessiop of the article labor is saved ; the measure ol
' value is not to be foUnd In the 'utility of the article created,
i but in the often comparatively small quantity of labor
through the sacrifice of which 'the article in questiou can
always be ~roduoed. If the articles of utility could really be
regularly obtained through a sacrifice of labor, his theory
would be teoable10 It would be necessary that any supply
of commodities oolild be ~oduced by means of the natur.
ally free .eouroes .of production through more efFort. Ia
other words, we sbou1d expect that every one would be jUiti·
6ed in CODIUIDing u much as would be the equivalent of tbe
leCrifice of labor wbic:h he was willing to make. No utilflc.
tfoa ahoald be cleaied to him who is willing to work lor it.
Unfortunately, hUID&D labor cannot thus producecoauaoditill
indefinitely. In the 6nt place, in crier to make labor hit·
fal, ;re aeed eapital in ..sdition ; and 8eCODdly, there ia lilt
always a ea1peat quantity of labor available to cany oa
' ft'eiY kind of prodacticaa which might be desired. The
llbrdian theory of nl,le is faulty, hf!cauae the theory ol
eaoaoaaia ·wbic:h it ...., . . . , ia faulty. Ita preaU.s •
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eooDOIDic facts are wrong, while the reuoning by
_.of whi<:h it dediules ooncluliona from thele false paa·
ilel Ia ..-ilable. Its reuoniug as auch ia abeolately oop9111ciDg and hence the exceedingly rr-t topea1 attnctioD
it has exerQiaed, and continues to exadle ,oa 10 many
t-PJe in a¢.te of ita evident
to ~- T.be ooa-

oWoeltiou

of value at which this theory arrives, althoach cl,-r
attractive, cannot be applied to our economic conditions.
rot less 10 the law of value, which, it may be retparked in
ing, has a very clO!Ie inner affinity with the law of m&rli·
utility ; and in general, however strange it may 10uod,
lk:ardo's conception of value is very nearly related to
that of value in use. No other anterior theory has shed
ao much light· on the iooer working of the economic
011

~

.

.

In my opinion, the part which this theory bas played in
the historical development of the doctrine of value, can
best be characterized by comparing it to the " extensive "
or primitive cultivation of land. Under a few strildng half
truths it buries the absolute truth which lies deeper. In ita
simplicity 'and force it satisfies the first primitive demand for
explanation. But progressing science Will necessarily form· ·
~te a more "intensive" theory, which will set forth a
h\gher truth, altho•gh with a large expenditure of explanatory efFort. Even if we. overlook the fact that entirely different economic conditions must be presupposed-a limited, •
.iastead of a plentiful supply of commodities-it is, neverthe·~· necessary to examine the value of the means of prof.~on in ooooectfon with the val~ of the products. Even
tf it were true, that all means of production could be reciMed to labor, it would be necaeary to examine the ~ue of
Jabor. Professor Macvane •ys ''that the relation of product
to exertion is that of reward, and reward only." He evidlatly thinks that with regard to labor, only the returDaUie JD«:ome, should be considered, and not the value. Bat
apaieuce seems to prove the coatrary. Whel:ever a return
II Jlelded, the aim appears to be primarily to cletermiDe tbe
[613]
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Everywhere value ill

used as a clue to pass from the fruits which have v&lue to

.\

the economic means of 'Production which yield the frut
however numerous or distantly relat::i they ruay be. Is not
1 this the daily business of the exchange? With the
money, means of production and comQlodities are paid for ha
proportion to their value, and are exchanged accordingly.
We cannot therefore avoid the conclusion that both ~
embraced in the &&me conception of value. H Professor
vane ~s why the Austrian School attributes value to tbe
. m~.ns of production, to thoee goods which form a part o{
the costs, I can only answer : w_e d() i~ ~~ Jt !a~
I\) everywhere,
w,!tpout
jp. economic life.
-. -

.

~ception,

II.
I

COST AMD HARGINAI. OTIU'l'Y.

8
:
'( 5)
Ricardo's explanation of value presupposes that the whoJj!
process of . production would . admit of a uniform valuation according to the feeling. of,pe~nal exe!1ion, and
that such a valuatiQn is actually carried on every day.
It regards this apparatus as one immense body comcious
of its efForts. The Austrian School .seeks the uniform
measure fpr estimating the ;value of the means of produo' tion and of the c;Qmmodities, inJJ!e utility which_ they both
c:n:ate. • Men co~ider as primarily useful the means Ol
subsistenpe and those other commodities which directly
satisfy personal wants ; in a secondary ~se also, aU means
of production by which the former are obtained, in proportion as these means aid in the production. Can ODe
im~ a more naturalr simple and conclusive conceptiou
of the utility of commodities? I~ is true it is not in_~t
utility which political economy takes as the standard ol
I valuation. The . most ~ful thinga are often _entirely with·
out value in t}le economic world. Nobody; has n:cognized
this fact more clearly than Ricardo, and I believe that in the
[614]
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history of the theory of value 'it will be held as the laati

·.t of his school to have revealed the opposition between
and utility. But his school comtnitted a mistake in
~~ this opposition and in cr;:..:;:g f~ a ~~p!
c:::tradiction, while in reality there exists a close logical rebetween the two conceptions.
•
Articles which have utility have value only on the condi:on that they cannot aJ~!~m~ be.o.btaiuedJg a.nx skm
,tity. Certainly even in the midst of the abundance of
Paradise satisfaction may be secured and has value as such,
.t the value of satisfactio~ will not be tranmetred to the
1ing which satisfies, because another article can always be
obtained in its stead which will give the same satisfaction.
Tlie idea of value extends to commodities only when they
CIU,l not be ~d in an abundance which would satisfy all
pouible demands. The idea ~f the importa_nce of property
only originates in scarcity.
'
Even in the case where goods are not obtainable in abundance, they are not estimated by the total utility which they
possess, but generally only by a part of it. The law which
determines this quantity of utility has been called the liz
Dt!Ulrginal uli/ily by the Austrian School. The content of
this law is shortly expressed as follows: A commodity is nqt
valued according to the utility which it actually. possesses, •
but by that degree of utility only which is dependent upon
that partictJlar commodity, i.e., that degree of utility which
could not be enjoyed without possessing the ?>mmodity in
qtlf!Stion. One who has an annual income of ten thousand
guldens and wants to spend it, let us say in a thousand
di(J'erent waYJI, will not estimatedthe gulden which he is
pg to spend for the most necessary article accordblg to
its importance, but according to the importance: of the
least necessary of the thousand artiCles to be acquired,
lor Only the latter would not be obtained if this one gulden
should be lost.
•
.
The 11!-W of margiDal utility, if rightly u"nd~tood, .i n- dudes the law :Of cost. I must therefore ~ the reader' a
(615)
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permission to develop somewhat minutely our views on thiJ
point
(6)
The degree of utility possessed by the means of prod!U).
tion depends entirely upon the degree of utility of the com.
modities produced by means of them and is based upon this.
Indeed, in principle, these two qualities are mathematically
equal, excepting perhaps that difference which is expressed
in the rate of the discount and which may be neglected
\
here. According to the view taken by the A~
_ School the estimation of value should begin like the estiJna.
·- • tion of utility, upon which it is based, with the prodUCb,
and proceed thence to the means of production. The eotuequence of this is that ttle utility and value of the means of
· production prove to be no more identical than the utility and
value of the' products. Thus, for example, the value of
the harvests is usually estimated much lower than its total
utility, and consequently the value of the large productive
group rep~ted by 'and, agricultural capital and labor
must be correspondingly less. than their total utility. . Of
course the valu~ of the products only extends to such means
of production as are not to be had in indefinite quantities..
Labor, likewise, receives its share of value wherever it has
helped in producing and cann~ "be obtained in unlimited

.

.

•

_._

.·

q~tities.

It is not at all necessary to take into account the arduou.&• ness of the labor in order to explain its value. Under the suppoeed conditions value would be accorded to labor even if it
involved 'no expeQ~ture of effort whatever. In principle,
therefore, the value of the commodities and the value of the
means of production are identical and the former forms the
basis of the latter. But what is cost ? And how is it that
in observing· economic life we receive the distinct impression
that the means of production regarded as cost determine the
ftlue of the product ?
•
· .
Nobody will doubt that the value of a mineral sprinr
which eerves no other purpoee than that of furnishing water
[6r6]
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drinking, receives ita value £rom the utility which is at·
tribtlted to the water, and that it loses itS value eo eoon as
ceases to be esteemed. In the same way iron or coal or
.on labor d.erives its value from the utility of the com·
modities ,produced with its help. If the contrary appears
be true and the ~tter appear to derive their value from
expenditure of the former, this can only be due to the
fict that the applications of iron oi coal or common labor
10 exceedingly manifold. Their value is only deter·
ied by the totality ofwhat they produce. A single promay, however, contribute nothing observable to this
lue. If a SJDall miU fails or a household disappears "nod
c:oa1 is no longer consumed by them, the effect ~ the mar·
tet ia practically inappreciable. U the value of the means
of production be actually <:om~ .with that of their indi·
vidual produc:b, the former will be considered as the stable,
permanent and significant element, the latter as fluctuating
d subordinate. The value of the iron reflects that of the
commodities produced from it, put owing to the fact that the
former concentrates, so to spea~, all the rays as in a focus,
t its illuminating power is greatel" than thnt of any single ray.
But this is not all. The practical capitalist only theorizes
10 far as seems absolutely necessary. He would never make
.ch a comparison of the value of the means of production
with that of the products unless compelled by circumstances.
Every capitalist must ip his own interest adapt his business
to lhe general conditions of the market, if he wants it to
· intain it!elf profib!.bly. So far cs he resort:! rom~ of
production which have other applications as well, he finds.
that they have a given ~lue. He must pay for them, and
the value of the good." which he produces must replace this
txpen4iture. In this aense he has to adapt the value of the
commodities to the value of the ~eans of production. Thus
• ·oriJinates the conception~ ~Cost const~ts in means of
production having manifold apPlications, like iron, ~. and •
Colnmon bbor, which even when theY are employed in the
action of a Bin~te cotntnodlty, ate still estimated llCCOrd·

I
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ing to the value which they have in all their applications.
The hundreds and thousands of different kinds of materiiJa
and tools prepared for production are counted, weighed, and
measured according to the utility which they are to creatt,
and in view of their importan~ most zealously gllardtd
by their possessors. In the same way the different kinds
of labor are assorted according to the utility .expected froa1
them, and arranged according to a classification which
4itrers essentially from that which would result if tbe
effort involved should be taken intO consideration. TIM! UD·
limited possession of useful Productive materials and fon:a
forms the basis of the economic confidence of modern society,
Since each productive process diminishes this pos.sessjon, it
red.uces utility-it cosh, and it costs exactly as much as the
value which the material and ' labor required would have
produced if rationally applied. It is evident that a consideration of the cost does not, in the view taken above, produce
the value of ihe commodities. The capitalist cannot
in any way base upon the expenses he has incurred a successful claim that hi11 customers should pay a price which
would cover this outlay. T~e' buyers pay according to their
valuation of ~e commodities, ·The consideration of the'cost
h~ primarily only the effect of in1luencing the supply. con
. ti.a
. •
ually put on the market by the producers. Based ~the
supply on the m.Jrket (which is · determined as above indf.
cated); thevaliie"of the commodities continues to depend upon
their utility, and the fact remains unshaken that this utility
finally determines the value of means of production. At the
sale of the products the capitalists continually rectify
their calculationsb and according to their gains or lOsses
the value of the means of production increases or diminishes
in their ~timation. They contribute each in his own -way
and according to tlte measure ·of his in1luence, to maiutaiu
or alter the market-value of the means of production, which
constantly regulates the wheels of industry.
There are, however, c.ases where, without. inftuencing the
/)/ .quantity of the production, th.;_cost ~tly determiDt3 1bc

I

.;
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It must suffice here to illustrate

ibiS by a single example. Suppo9e the railroad system of a
country to be completed, and consequently the annual ~
.d for rails is limited tO that quantity which iS required to

replace the wear and tear. Let us suppose, furthermore, that
the value of iron, owing to an immense increase in the produc·
• 10 of that metal, considerably decreases-what.will be the
~on the value of railil? Their utility does not apparently
nor the quantity produced, nevertheless their value
wiD. decrease for the very reason that the cost has lessened,
d exactly so far as the cost has lessened. If the produc·:on of rails were monopolized, the former priee conl,d be
maintained, and the fact that the rails had decreased in
value would only come into account in the inteqtal production. Free competition,, however, will compel the producer
to adapt the price to the rectified valuation and to allow the
consumers to J.l&tticipate in the reduction of the value.
Without further analyzing these cases, mentioned as illustrations, I sball only show their general theoretical importance. We have here to do with a new application of
the "law of marginal utility." The utility of the rails no
longer depends upon their possession nor even upon their
marginal utility, but only upon the still lower marginal
utility of the material, labor, etc., which are requjsite for
their production. The value of these materials, labor, etc.,
is determined by that of commodities having a still lower
marginal utility than the rails, for exnmple, ordinary tools.
.The value of rails is therefore determined: ( r) by the quantities of iron, etc., required; and (2) by the utility which
these have in their most unimportant application in other
.,, Itproductive processes. Although the rails do-not owe their
11Nil''\value to /Mir utility, they owe it to some kind of wtilily' ~marily to that of tlie means of production employed ;
filially to the marginal utility of Certain other commodities.
In the cases in question, the value of commodities is not
estimated "specifically," but the commocUties :are reprded as ·compounds of their productive elements, of

(6tg]
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several factors, to each of which a certain value is ascribed,
The rails represent a certain amount of iron and labor, and
I1/ are so estimated. Where large supplies of finished commodities. are at hand which are sufficient to satisfy the
urgent demands and which are always supplemented by~
production, this kind of valuation becomes ~uite ~
rt is the prevailing one in every well regulated form of pro.
duction. Commpdities in the manufacture of which di
eat quantities of like elements are employed, are Valtted in
the same ratio as these, that is to say, the quantities of
the· means of production required determine the relative
value. From this arises the natural impression that they
determine the value of commodities in general, and one
fory,ets tha~ it is necessary ·to seek for the absolute
vatQe. It is not sufficient to know what quantities of iron
are required for certain commodities, but it is necessary u
well to know the absolute valtte of the iron, and this is ·
, finally' determined by the value of the products manufactimd
out of it. If, however, sttpply and demand are too seriously
interfered with it is no longer possible to estimate the pro.
dttcts by the yalue: of, the meiJUS' of production. They are
then estimated as ." specific goods," that is, rails as rail&
Then the utility, i.e., the marginal utility of the rails determines their value. After the disturbance has ceased and
production has again become regular, commodities are once
• more valned according to their cost, which is in turn, as has ·
J:>een shown, nothing but a complicated form of value in
use.

.\

.

oJ

.·. y:

•

Thus- utility is always the decisive element, and, according to the same 'faw, it is the marginal utility which is decisive. Circumstances, however, change in such a way that
now a direct, now. an indirect, now the specific, now an
external utility constitutes the marginal utility. The Austrian School does not in any way destroy the idea of cost
or the law of cost, it only endeavors to coml>ine both with
the general idea of yalue and its general law, and to explain
them in this·way. Our hope is to get beyond the old echo-

[62o]
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:c controversy, whether value is determined by cost,
conversely, cost by value.
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(7)
Professor Macvane rejects our conception of the inftuence
of c:ost on value. :He says: "It aeems to involve a begging
of the question." " The principle of cost." he continues,
'lis too broad to be admi~ by a side door, or as an afterthought. If the reasan why coats have a higher value than
be that coats have a greater final utility, that ought to
be the end of the story. To add, as an incidental circum·
stanc:e, that coats are also more difficult to make and so
:ht to have a higher value, has the a~ of putting
the controlling factor in a curiously &ubordina~ place."
I cannot quite understand this ~bjection made against us.
I find that it is not our view which he criticises. We do not
ldmit the principle of cost by a side door, but, on the contrary, it is admitted with~t secrecy through the main portal
of our theory. One principle is that value is derived from
ntility, and quite in harmony with this principle, we assert ~
that cost is, after aU, according to the general law of
value, that of marginal utility, measured by utility alone.
But it should not be overlooked as, in my opinion, has
beeq done by Professor Macvame, that, in speaking of utility
(and marginal utility), we purpoeely put "the end of the
ltOrV " a little further back than Ricardo and the Ricar. diana. In the case of the coat, as in the case of any other
commodity, utility must be considered in two ways: .l!i!Jt,
in 110 far as it is useful itself; and, lleCODdly, in 110 far as '
utility is attributed ~ the labor, materials,.etc., by means •
of which it is produced and by means of which, at the same
time, other commodities are produced. If, at a given moment, the lllBt'git)al utility of coats equals one hundred, while
the other commodities produced with the same means of production, and coosequently the requisite means of production
'themselves; have a marginal utility or fifty J the reault will be
endeavor to produce more coats. Now since the man~
[621]
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ture of theae means a profitable utilization of the means of pro.
duction, this endeavor will continue until, by the iDCrea!J¢ of
quantity, the marginal utility of coats has likewiae been reduced to fifty. Then the value of the commodity and of the
materials will become identical, and not, indeed, by any acddlent, but by the iUtentional realization of the most essential
functioM of economic life. But it may also happen that 10
many coats cannot be used, and consequently that an illC!'ta
of production is not called for. Coats will then maintain the
value one hundred as directly estimated by their marginal
utility. Buteven in this case their value will ultimately equal
fifty or the coat-value, if, at this value, they can be constantly
and uninterruptedly placed upon the market. This result,
at.o, will not be accidental, but the result of the general taw
of vatue-the "law of marginal utility." Goocb are DOt
valued according to the utility which they themselves possesa
when a lower utility is dependent upon them, but according
to this lower utility. In the given case a man who Joees his
coat does not lloee the utility of one hundred, but only of
fifty, which the requisite mea05 of production would bavt
yielded if applied in other ways. This utility is the marginal one and decUive for value. ·
·

~·

(8)
~

.·

" I am unable to conceive," Profesaor Macvane says, "of
the attribute of exchange value as belonging to the cost of
products: That wi;>uld be to regard producers as carrying OJI
a kind of exchange with nature, giving productive exertio01
in return for commodities. . . . But this way of looking at
things does not seem· to promise very useful results.''
I have ali'Hdy said that the Austrians recognize the valae
of the means of production because they observe that it il
recQgnized everywhere in ~onomic life. We believe that it
is our task to explain value wherever we may find it. The
theorist may always be sure that value, wherever it is found,
has a meaning. · The actual calculation of the economic
world constitutes an 1Ul.Surpassable work of art in wbicla
[622]
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aothbJg is isolated or unconnected, and it is not completely
grasped by theory so toUg as anything in it seems to be with·
out connection with the other porti005 of the system.
·
It is, in my opinion, not nt allimpossibletoexplainthemean·
which lies in the customary valuation of the means of pro:nd the cost-account based tq>On it. It is a fact of
ighest importance that the v:atue of productive property and
of productive powers anticipates the expected value of the com·
modities. It is in consequence of this fact that if productive
iterla1s and f~ are employed in production and are
thus either converted iuto fixed capital or CODS1Uped, we are
continually admonished that the Cull value of the fruits expected must be derived· from them. In this way, in the
valuation of the means of production, the fnture commodities
have already been taken into account. Their production is
planned with the purpose of attaining the highest possible
utility and is carried out with this end in view.
It is especially important to aim at the most advantageous
utilization of those means of ~uction which allow a mani·
Cold application. In order that the highest possible utility
lie obtained from them it is necessary to balance all their
applic!ltions against each other. A condition of equilibrium
must be established. Too much must not be manufactured
of OJie product and too little of another, for otherwise the
~ would be sacrificed to the superfluous and the
highest attainable utility would not be reached. It seems
that without exact stati~ics of supply and demand produc\ tion must proceed in the dark and often mistake its way.
If, nevertheless, as is shown by experience, the right proporti6n between the different kinds of production is gen·
trilly maintained, although the statistics are not exact and
are often entirely wanting, it is due to the circumstance
that another expedient presents itself, viz., to cons\llt the
!value of the means of production as determined by th"e rela.on of supply and demand in the past. Every producer
.trives to manuf,cture that quantity of goods which wiU
~U8e the value of the commodities to replace at leaSt tbe
(623]
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value of the means of production. His own interests demand this, for the means of production are his outlay which
must be restored to him in the shape of the rommoditiea
produced. At the same time he renders, unconsciously, a
g:rut economic service, he helpa to regulate .production 10
that a general equilibrium results and the means of produc-'
Jion yield the greatest possible utility.
"To count the cost" means in single case to estimate
the value of the means of production, having a manifold
application, by that value which results from the totality of
their applications. The outcome of the fact that the value
is thus estimated in each single case is, that the means of.
ptllduction are distributed in such a way with regard to the
commodities that the highest possible utility is attained.
This fact also explains why the endeavor is continually
Dlllde .to re-adjust the disturbances of production above men·
tioned which cause commodities to be valued for a time
according to their "specific utility," instead of according to
their cost. Hence the valpation according to "cost" im·
plies the just'.-nd most efficient distribution of the means of
production among all the various kinds of productions; ~
valuation according to " utility," on the other hand, indi·
cates a diaturbance, owing to which one branch of production is iaolated from the other branches and consequently
the equilibrium is destroyed.
·
It is primarily the individual capitalist who makes
hia calculation according to cost in his own intemt.
Free competitio~ however, compels him to apply the same
calculation in llelling to his customers and in this way to
give to ~usumption that extent which corresponds to the
production.
{9)
I now come to that part of Professor Macvane's criticism
w~ch, while it deals apparently only with a single detail,
involves in reality the most comprehensive conclusions.
The Austrian School explains exchange by the value iD
a.e ; each puty to the exch.aqe endeavors to pin in value

a
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If the commodities parted with have a value in use
of ten, the article received in exchange must necessarily
have a higher value than ten in order that the exchange
may take place. In the case of the other party to the exchange the valuation will,be reversed; here a higher value
is attached to that which received a lower estimate in the
first instance•
Professor Macvane is right in showing that under the
&upremacy of the division of labor the p%9ducts very frequmtly, if not generally, have no value in use at all tp the
producer who wants to sell them.
He thinks that our
theory has not taken this fact into account. lJut in this
is quite mistaken. We have taken it into account, and
it is in complete harmony with our theory of exchange.
Although the commodity has no value in use to the seller,
yet the price which he receives bas an indirect value in use
to him, since it enables him to buy goods of direct value in
ase. On this account he is influenced by those motives
which, in our opinion, lead to the exchange. We presuppose
a difference between the value in use of the article received
d that of the article given in exchange. This difference
does not disappear when the article given in exchange haS
1 val~e in use equal to zero, but rather reaches its maximum

in this case.
It is proper to emphasize in this place that the Ricardian
no explanation of exchange. According to
Ricardo, articles of equal cost 'h ave equal value; what inducement is there to exchange articles of equal value? It
:dent that the parties to the exchange are influenced by
&Ome consideration of the utility of the goods exchanged. But
utility as such does not lead to economic transactions. Nobody pays for the useful air, nobody pays for victuals iu proportion to their total utility. In order to explain exchange,
it is necessary to determine the real economic measure of,
utility : that measure the Austrains believe they have found
in the idea of marginal utility. In this way the idea of
marsinal utility may enter the breach which the JiUcard.ian
[625]
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theory o_f exchange leaves open. If it succeed in this, the
former theory will, I am convinced, suffer a signal and - ·
plete defeat.
( IO)

.\

..,

The point above discussed, leads Professor Macvane to the
'tinal principles of political economy. According to him, the
Ricardian theory clearly reveals tb'e fundamental planofthe
economic world. It is the endeavor of each individual to
obtain the greatest possible result by the least possible
effort ; and thus be makes the best application of his pow. ,
en. Division of labor and ~ competition make it possible
~t th~ endeavor of each individual should redound to the
advantage of aoclety ; so that finally the maximum of general
ad.vantage is attained by the minimum expenditure of general.
effort:
Professor Macvane thinks th3t on account of its erroneous
conception of the motives of exchange our theory does not
serve to explain tbe movements of this eronomic mechen·
i51!l. I have)ust shown that the conditions produced by the
division of labor ' are the same which we presuppose for
exchange. Whatever may be said in favor of division of
labor and free competition, as an explanation of the fact that
the individual is compelled to work in the interest of society,
can also be said of our theory of value and exchange.
I even maintain that the explanation of this process from
the sta,ndpoint of the Ricardian theory is not by far as clear
as that reached from our standpoint. Ricardo's theory does
not in any way contain an explanation of exchange. In
general; a theory ~ only explain the meaning of the econ·
omy of tb,e world at large in so far as it succeeds in explain·
ing the economy of the individual. The Ricardian theory
only takes into account the quantities of labor expended, and
only in 10 far as these are concerned does it trace the effedl
of the division of labor and of free competition and show
how the individual is situated in his relation to the welfare of
the whole. If this theory aims to show that the greatest
poss_ible resUlts may be attained by the least possible dort,
(626]
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it certainly does not explain how to measure the degree of
this success. It is not sufticient to point to utility alone as
this measure, for utility as such is nowhere decisive in the
economic world. Since Ricardo bas no measure for the re.aults, that is, for the economic gain, he is not able to ex·
plain the nature of exchange.
Jev()DS and his llcbool have in this respect progressed
far beyond the standpoint of Ricardo. Jevons estimated
utility by the standard of the marginal utility. He-is able
to correlate expenditure and gain in production as well as
aacrifice and its reward in exchange.· The economic bal·
ance-sbeet is according to his theory •• a calcnlus of pain and
pleasure," and the word "calcnlils" has its definite sense in
this connection because Jevons actually understood haw in·
geniously to ·measure •' pleasure.''
.
E:ltnotevenJevons hu, in our opinion, sucx:eededin giving
a satisfactory explanation of the nature of the economic hal·
ance-sbeet. He has an insufficient measure for the economic
,
expenditure because be measured it according to" pain."
The principle of gaining the maximum of pleasure for the
minimum of pain may suffice well enough when men gain
RtlSJlal pleasures by means of physical exertions. If the
utilitarians are right the highest rule of moral conduct may
even be deduced from this principle. But it cannot without
• modification be applied in political economy and especlally
in relation to production,. because the latter requires not only
pmqnaJ sacrifices, but also the sacrifice of malerW. o!Jjeds.
These, however, represent thepossessiousoftlieproducer, the
aacrifice of which does not necessarily imply any feeling of
pain. Certainly, no new principle is in this way introduced
into political economy, since we~ estimate the goods which
constitute oui wealth by no other standard than their utility
for us. But it remains for theory to explain according to
what laws we connect the idea of utility-of pleasure-with
the goods which compose wealth. We estimate them not only ·
8CICOrding to the minimum of pain, but we consider them at
same time as a coucUtiou of pleasure, and it is accordin8
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to this pleasure that we estimate their value. The ~usidan
whose painless performances delight his hearers, wouJ,
reckon but poorly if he should estimate his peifonnanca
his pain and not by the delight of the public. The calcula.
lions of political. economy will only ~ satisfactorily ~·
plained when the general and, for this reason, insignificant
formula of '' the calculus of pleasure and pain " is applied to
these complicated conditions and the special rules are formulated which result from such an application. '' To gain the
maximum of booty with the mioimum of effort '' may be the
sizn,ple sense of the economic reckoning of a hunter who has
nothing to save but his strength. The economic reckoning
in the age of capital is, however, harder to explain. There
is moie behind the mysteries of commercial bookkeeping
than may be <IMunt of in the philoeophy of the hunter, and
a formula expl~ng the lat.t.er would be but ill adapted
for the in~tation of the f~er.
What I have said above in regard to the conception of
cost and the meaning of the cost-account shows how we a\.
tempt to carry out the "calculils of pleasure " with. regard
to productive property. However, I cannot enter into fut.
ther details here, nor ~ · I develop the iuduence which
in our opinion, is to be attributed to the effort expended by
labor. Although we deny that this enters as such into the
value o£ the commodities, we do not, of course, mean in any
lenSe to banish it'from the sphere of economic speculation.
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My purpose is to examine the theory of inte~;m suggested
I am free to say that I regard Mr:
GeoJge, in 110me branches of economic inquiry, as /adk fJrl•
«fo .among all American economists, and that, to my mind,
his analysis ·of the primary notions of rent, wages, labor,
capital, production and exchange carries with it, in many important particulars, the persuasion of an absolute demonstra·
tion. His work hitherto, although marked by" transcendent
ability, has been fragmentary from the point of view of the
i!noe as a whole : and htS leading writing, Progress and
P~, is a performance of very unequal merit. It seems
to me that the inquiry into the catu1e of interest contained in
Chapter iii of Book Ill of Progress and Poverty, while it
is distinguished by the clearness of statement, which is tliis
writer's greatest charm, and in part by unquestionable inge·
· unity and success, is, nevertheless, on its positive side, little
· more than a tissue of Wlacles, in which it is not a little re·
markable that 110 acute a mind should suffer itself to become entangled.
It.is not my intention to enter into a general discussion of
tile question of interest. The aiin of the present paper is
limply to examine the position taken by Mr. George nod to
point out wherein he seems to have been suocess'ful and
wherein he has failed or is inconsistent with himself. A man'a
by Mr. Henry George.

•(Ia Jutlee 4o tbe allthor of tht. paper It ~ht to be aald tbtt be lla4 DO
pre.loai acquahltaace with ~ B4bl-llawuil:'• l'ae!tbe Tbeoloy of Capital
_. wltll Prof- a, N. Pattell'a papn- apoo ,n, F•--ltJl Id. t>/ C.lfW
, I/1WrlnV ./ftrul ~/ e-~a, jan., 1819-) Tlae o:pluatloo be a4ftl1ces u
tlladOre eatlrdy orfclaat, and l'onu u latereat~ IDutratloD oL tbe _,. • ·~ wiU be appro.cbed by ~t tJ>I..~ -. ....._, t'
ripe ilr lb 4llc:ulloa.-T. . JtDrrou.]
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